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articles and nouns an article is a word that identifies (or modifies) a noun.a noun may be a person, place,
thing, or idea. each noun is also either a count noun (countable) or a mass noun (uncountable). there are two
types of articles: indefinite and definitee chapter : 1 types of articles - article is a word which points out at a
person, thing or place spoken of. thus article refers to the noun. there are two types of articles. definite and
indefinite article. definite article tells us about a specific person or this while indefinite article speaks of any
person thing or place. english articles - tippie college of business - english articles the – refers to a
particular or definite thing; it can be used with a singular or plural noun. “the pencils need sharpening.”
(referring to a specific group of pencils) “the blue pencil is my favorite.” (a particular pencil) the can be used
with uncountable nouns (nouns that cannot be counted) or it can be articles in english grammar - adelaide
- it is often difficult to decide whether an english noun needs an article before it, and, if so, which article
(a/an/the) to use. the main things to consider when choosing an article are whether or not the noun is
countable, and whether it is definite. countability means that the noun can be made plural, e.g. book/books.
this is something you ... the english articles and nouns - mit opencourseware - the english articles and
nouns . the use of the article is "not dependent on 'rules,' but on the representation . sought by the speaker"
(hewson, 1972, p. 94). i. three usages of the, “by far the commonest word in english” (berry, 1993, p. v) 1.
referential uses1 (a) anaphoric use understanding english non-count nouns and indefinite articles native speakers of english to expound the mechanism working in such cases. in particular, it seems to be fairly
peculiar that the noun phrase (np) whose head is the abstract „non-count‟ noun knowledge often takes the
indefinite article a/an and makes such phrase as a good knowledge of greek. the aim of this paper is to find out
reasonable ... article usage for esl - estrella mountain community college - of the noun, depending on
whether it is definite (known to both yourself and your readers) or not. if the noun is not singular, then it must
be either plural or uncountable. table 3 shows that article usage is the same for both plural and uncountable
nouns: you will use either “the” or “0” (no article) in front of the noun. forms and functions of the english
noun phrase in selected ... - english has a variety of noun phrases, which differ greatly in structure. the
english noun phrase can be described as a word group with a noun or pronoun as its head. hence, it can
comprise more than one word and/ or even a clause, where the interactions within the elements in the noun
phrase are emphasized by the function of the head and its ... grammar & esl: articles—a, an, the - noun in
an indefinite (general) or definite (specific) way. most proper nouns do not use an article. however, some do. a
proper noun names unique person, place, or thing (new york city, walt disney, the united states of america) o
correct: òi went to new york city. ó 1. indefinite noun phrases - umass amherst - 1. indefinite noun
phrases in english, and many other languages, a common-noun-phrase may be prefixed by an indefinite
article, the resulting phrase being what we shall call an indefinite noun phrase. the following are example
sentences from english, in which ‘ a’ serves as an indefinite article. nouns and determiners - southeastern
louisiana university - similar information about noun that follows. types of determiners 1. articles (a, an, the)
• the indefinite articles a or an signal that the reference is non specific or general. • the definite article the
signals that the reference is specific. 2. possessive pronouns (my, our, your, his, her, its, their) 3. the noun oxford university press - it is a noun. one way to help children is to show them that if they can put a/an or
the , or more usually, something like my or blue in front of it, the fact that it is a noun becomes clear. ( my is
us eful as it simplifi es the explanation as in my belief is solid rh . er t a than going through all the possessive
pronouns, give the example of my. english grammar for students of german - chapter 6 — what is an
article? below is a list of english nouns preceded by a definite or indefinite article. n write the corresponding
german article for each noun on the line provided. the german dictionary entry indi-cates whether the noun is
masculine (m.), feminine (f.), or neuter (n.). dictionary german entry article 1. the book buch, n.
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